
MINSO ALUNMNI MEEIN. (2022-2021 
Minutes of the intcraction of an alumnus nith students, 1OD and faculty member of 
xhool of themical technology (Department of Biochemical ngineering) 

Alumnus-Shn D. K. Sivastava. Vice President of I1, ucknow ( hapter 

Agenda: 

To collect and analyze alumni feedback 

To strengthen the bond of the alumni and the current students 

CareeT counselling 

The meeting of the alumnus with students, HOD and faculties was held ondated 3 1.08. 22 
in Seminar hall, Department of Biochemical Engineering at HBTU Kanpur. 

The following faculty members and Alumnus were attended the meeting as below 

Sr. Name & Designation Mobile No. E-Mail Address 
No. 

Sri Brajesh Singh 7081300520 bsingh@hbtu.ac.in 
ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR & HEAD 
Dr.Lalit Kumar Singh ,7081300565 
ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR 

Ikumar@hbtu.ac.in 

Dr.Shravan Kumar|7577082588 hbti.shravan@gmail.com ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR 
Dr RajkamalKushwaha 
ASSISTANT 

-9450941787 rajkamalk.bt@gmail.com 
PROFESSOR 
Ms. Roma Agrahari 
ASSISTANT 

9044797964 agrahariroma@gmail.com 
PROFESSOR 
Dr.Shashikant 8445472279 shashikantbe@hbtu.ac.in 

7 Dr.Dilip Kumar 8423497993 dilip.rs.chel4@itbhu.ac.in 

In addition, 45 numbers of students were participated, among this most number of students 
were belong to Biochemical Engineering and few students were from Food Technology. 



The following matters were discussed. 
The HOD welcomed the gathering and stressed the importance of Alumni network 
and contribution of the Alumni towards the development of the institution. He 
underlined that more faculty members with Ph.D degree are currently working in the 
college and that will be strength of the college. He requested the Alumnus to visit the 
college any time to provide valuable suggestion for improvement department of the 
college or send the suggestions through email or by phone. And He directed 
Dr.ShravanKumar , faculty in-charge to carry out the proceeding as per agenda. 

He requested the faculty members and College Management to give more importance to development of communication skills of the students. Also, he stressed the 
importance of acquiring practical skills for the better job opportunities. 

He expressed his happiness over meeting with students and shared his activities 
during college time like, assignment, studying skills. 

He expressed his satisfaction and happiness over visiting class room and lab after long time 

. He shared his work experience after the completion of B.Tech in Biochemical 
engineering. He highlighted the importance of acquiring Biochemical Engineering and software skills. He also stressed the importance of acquiring higher education for better job opportunities 

He interacted with newly joined faculties members in the Department of Biochemical Engineering and stress the importance of industrial skill 

Following queries were asked by students 

1. What are the option available as a Bio-Chemical Engineer 
Reply:-He replied that being Bio-chemical Engineer is very beneficial, Since 

graduate of this branch can go in chemical as well as biotech industries both. 

2. How did your experience at institute help you find your first position after graduation 
Reply :-Institute helped me evolve in various ways, 
I was elected as a COPA at that time in the institute, so it groomed my 
communication skill and personality which helped me to get a job. 

Shrava 



3. What was your favourite and least favourite thing about the college 

Reply: My lavourite thing at college was college canteen, it was a world class 

College canteen at that time. 

4. What kind of tlexibility did you find in the academic options at institute 

Reply:-He replicd that we were allowed to have open elective classes 

S. How much time per week did you spend in studying 

Reply As such there was no fixed hours to study according to him However, he 

used to study 6-7 hr. 

6. What were your favourite subject and who was your favourite teacher 

Reply:- Heexplained his favourite subject was related with Bio Reaction Engineering 

and specifically Bio reactor design. 

7. How' was the food at hostel? 

Reply:- As he explained food was very delicious and every month election was being 

conducted for Mess Secretary. In that once he was Mess Secretary. 

8. What extracurricular activities did you participate in and why? How did your 
involvement in these activities help you in your post-college paths? 

Reply:-This was his favourite question during the interaction, he was involved in 

several cultural activities such as singing, dancing, poetry, dramatics among these his 

favourite was singing. 

Etcetc. 

Mr.Brajesh Singh HOD/BE, Proposed vote of thanks and the meet was concluded with 
Lunch. 



Photograph 
Some photograph of the mecting are given below 

Dr8hravan Kumar 
Alumni Coordinator 

N 
Shri Brajesh Singh 

HOD 
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